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Related pouducts Greaves light diesel/petrol engines are highly efficient and come with very low cost of ownership. These engines meet compliance standards that are ideal for automotive engine applications such as 3 wheeler and small 4 wheeler commercial vehicles. In addition to this, there is a robust range of larger engines serving the use of wider
industrial applications. Automotive Engine Business AEB with NIOKN is EMS ISO 14001 : 2015 and BS OHSAS 45001:2018 certified. Click on the link to see the certification of Page 2 Of Reliable and Rugged Performance by Kenwood Chef Food Mixer designed by Ken Wood in the UK. It is a single machine with a number of attachments that allow it to
perform many functions. In the 1960s, the familiar A701 series was presented in white with grey Other standard and special versions of the A701 had different colors. This stand mixer can use many different attachments and speed settings to perform different mixing tasks. This model works on a bayonet with a round spring shaft suitable for blanks.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE REPAIR OF KENWOOD CHEF KM010 AND KM020 SERIES THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR KM10 AND 020 SERIES FAUCETS ONLY - NOT A901, A901, OR KM200 SERIES YOU NEED - SOLDERING IRON AND SOLDER DE-SOLDERING PUMP OR DESOLDERING WICK. THE T20 TORX DRIVER'S CUTTER CUTTERS
TURN OFF THE POWER AND DISABLE THE MIXER TO PRESS THE BUTTON ON THE SIDE AND RAISE THE HEAD MIXING. PUT THE MIXER ON IT BACK. REMOVE THE 2 TORX SCREWS IN THE PHOTO ABOVE. PRESS THE BUTTON ON THE SIDE AND PRESS THE SILVER HAND AND BRACKET DOWN INTO THE BASE. PULL THE LID
DOWN THE FRONT (BACK HOOKED UNDER THE HINGE) PUSH THE LID INTO THE BASE, EXPOSING THE CONTROLLER AND THE ENGINE. DISCONNECT THE CONNECTORS FROM THE SPEED CONTROLLER BLOCK (WHERE THEY CAME FROM AND WHICH WAY THEY ARE INSTALLED). PULL THE SPEED CONTROLLER UNIT OUT
OF ITS SLOT IN THE UNCLIP MIXER CASE COVER FROM THE BACK OF THE CONTROLLER BLOCK, THE BOARD AND ITS COMPONENTS WILL NOW BE EXPOSED. BEFORE YOU NOTHING - VIEW OF THE CIRCUIT BOARD COVER SILVER ARM 2 T20 TORX SCREW FIXINGS, developed by Ken Wood in the UK, an English entrepreneur and
businessman, Kenwood Chef is a food mixer working as a single machine with numerous attachments that allow it to perform various functions. Most Kenwood products, including Kenwood mixers, were originally manufactured in the UK by Kenwood Limited. Now the faucets are made in China, not in Havant, England. Developed in 1947, Ken Wood's first
mixer was called The Kenwood Electric Food Mixer and competed with the Sunbeam Mixmaster Model 3, an American mixer made between 1936 and 1939. However, Wood faced serious problems with stiff competition and even objections, which led him to redesign the mixer. Then, in 1950, he released Kenwood Electric Chef, which was more than a mixer,
with a few additional features. Since its introduction, Kenwood Chef Design has had only minor changes, with most of them cosmetic. The first model was the A700, which was replaced by the A700D with some minor cosmetic changes and internal updates. Chef Kenwood can be found in larger and smaller sizes. The larger version is called Kenwood Major,
which has a 6-liter bowl compared to the chef's 4.6-liter bowl. Both bowls are of the same diameter, but the major bowl is higher. Then, a smaller version is called Kenwood Chefette, which is essentially a hand mixer on the stand. Both The Chef and the Major have four anchorage points: a high-speed outlet (top rear) for the liquidator and a soft food mill.
Medium socket speed (upper middle) for separator juice. Low speed outlet (front) for meat grinder, solid mill products, pasta, etc. Orbital Hub for harvesters, potato peelers or ice cream maker. Kenwood Chef Wikipedia Kenwood Mixer User Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer
Guide Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Chef and Major Mixer Instructions KM001, KM006 Kenwood Chef and Main Mixer Instructions KM001, KM006 Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide
Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Stand Mixer User Guide Kenwood Stand Mixer User Guide Kenwood Stand Mixer User Guide Kenwood Stand User Guide Kenwood Stand User Guide Kenwood Stand Mixer User Guide Kenwood Stand Mixer User Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood
Mixer Guide To Kenwood Mixer Guide to Kenwood Mixer Guide to Kenwood Mixer Guide to Kenwood Mixer Basic Mixer Instructions Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide Kenwood Mixer Guide 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 1819 20 21 K qgt; Kenwood'lt; 0-9 A B C D E F G H J K L
N O P T U V X Y - Sponsored Links Please Select the desired model below. We have 133 Kenwood Charts, Schemes or Service Guide to choose from, all free to download! Sponsored links rendered in 0.0318 secondsDisclaimerBrand names and product names are the property of their respective owners. This Web site contains a compilation of information
already available elsewhere on the Internet and is therefore in the public domain. We make every effort to ensure that the information contained here is as accurate as possible, but we will not be held responsible for any errors or omissions, or anything as a result of it. All information on this site is provided free of charge, in good faith and without guarantee.
ESOE. All downloadable content on this site has been thoroughly scanned for viruses. However, we take no responsibility for any loss, damage or inconvenience of any kind as a result of downloading any information from this site. Always scan any information downloaded from the Internet with a new virus scanner before discovering the information you've
downloaded. The images and text below follow the work of tinkering with the Kenwood gearbox by the A701A chef, but should help those who want to do the same for the A701, A702, A703, A703C or A707. I was told (Vic Curtis) that for the A902 mixer, although it's a bit different from (A701) it was close enough to help in getting the gearbox stripped down.
Take this link for differences on the A902. This guide to different models will help you determine which one you have. However, be careful, as even the same number of models can have significant differences (for example, there are two different planetary hub designs on the A701A). I was just replacing the original Pinion Gear drive, which was sliding and
causing the blanks to stop when loading. The version of the gear has cracked. I replaced it with a metal version that works well. I've shown the descriptions of the parts in the italics below to help you order everything you need. I suggest you look through the notes below to make what you need to order before you start dismantling the mixer. There are a
number of names used for some parts. I quoted the name Kenwood for parts first (where known). The planetary drive of the orbit hub (the unit in which the blank fits) can vary in design and is somewhat separated from the rest of the gearbox, so I shared descriptions for this in this guide. It is advisable to check all the gears while you have gearbox open since
they can become chipped over the years. Most likely, they will wear intermediate equipment and equipment of the planetary orbit. Replace any that look damaged. If you get a load of Kenwood foodafe fat gearboxes, then you'll be able to clean and replace all the old lubricant as you go - but you need quite a lot (suppliers provide about 150ml). Some of my
photos are not as clear as they should be because they have been taken with fat yet in. Pack it well to provide a good lubricant. Consider getting a Gearbox service kit with all the necessary parts and materials, or you could get a full refurb transmission if you have a few spare pounds available. If you find anything to add to this page (or fix it), please let me
know - see the end of the page for contact details. N.b. This web page is only intended to help you work for your chef, but I take no responsibility for any damage or injuries that result. Diagnosis of faults (not guaranteed): The main drawbacks: a whisk or K-biter knocks on the bottom of the bowl or does not reach the ingredients at the bottom of the bowl. This
simply requires external adjustment, which is covered by the basic manual. The harvester stops while working. It is equipped with an overload protection device that is cut out on time. Reduce the amount of what you do. Wait a little bit. Try again. The mixer is spinning in the wrong direction. See this How to Understand His Point. You can't remove the lid of a
slow socket. Look at my photo of step-15 - it shows (not very clearly though) the mechanism for releasing the cover. It is possible that one of the rods came out. The lever certainly needs to be pushed hard over before it will pull the pin from the side of the lid. First try the WD40 spray and then use a very thin blade to slowly lever the coating plate. You will
probably see that the inside was full of 35 years worth of fat and dirt. I thank John Drayton for this technique. If the above doesn't work, you may need to unscrew the bottom cover to gain access to the lever mechanism from below. You certainly won't be able to access Top as the top cover needs a slow-speed coating removal before you can remove it. The
first thing you can do is replace the rubber legs at the bottom of the mixer. After fifty years, these will be reduced to solid lumps - plus they are pretty easy to pull and replace. Now it's time to point out that, as David Hallas of Kenwood Spare Lana says: Any moving part in the mixer will wear and therefore create a buzz. You can determine if it is the gearbox or
engine that makes the most noise: following steps 1 to 5 below and then removing the jagged drive strap. Now you can try the engine without gearbox to see how much noise it produces. As a check, without the dog clutch there, I used an electric drill, pushing down on the first gear to hear how much noise the gearbox made compared to the noise drills on its
own. This is a dodgy procedure and is not recommended. Gearbox malfunctions: Total noise from the gearbox. As Martin talks about how to wash it, it's always been a noisy beast, as long as there's no crunch from gear all is well. The dog clutch and related gear is definitely noisy and can be replaced by a Gearbox conversion kit. It's not worth doing if some
other parts are worn or damaged, so I recommend dismantling the gearbox and checking it out before spending on such a kit. Remember that all gears are over 50 years old. Liquidiser works, but the mixer does not switch back to the bowl when the top cover is replaced. The pin on the front of the underside of the lid pushes down on top of the spindle to re-
enable the front gear. Make sure that pin doesn't break. Mixes, but the blank stops turning under heavier loads. Replace the plastic Pinion gear drive that slides. This plastic version of the gear is split. Noise from the front of the gearbox and/or blank does not rotate. Probably the planetary orbital gear broke down (some of them were plastic and presumably
were designed to break down if it was all overloaded. N.b. If an apartment in the planetary orbit of the drive drive hole shaft is badly worn or damaged, then you will need a whole assembly of the planetary node. The second possibility here is that the rivets holding the planetary gear hull on the lower gear hull of the box are broken. Thus, when the engine is
running and the block powers are harvested, the low transfer of housing also rotates, making the harvester useless. The chef probably made a few loud clicks before stopping - like the last of the haircut rivets. See Steps R1 to R4 for this particular problem (courtesy of Charlie Riddoch). Can't remove slow-speed Access Cover - see Step 15 below - spray
WD40, pushing the lid to the left (to help clear the catch) and a gentle lever should release it, allowing you to clean the gunge that caused the problem. If the release catch does not remain See this item How To Mend It. The lubricant drips into a bowl. See this How to understand this item. In some cases, the planetary orbit of the chrome nut contains a rubber
washer, so it may just need to be with spangout, cleaning and refurbishment (see Steps P1 to P4 below). Electrical/motor malfunctions: If you have one of these, then this page won't help you (except for links to parts providers and advice sites below). See my work in the Progress Motor page to help with this. Any smoke. Turn off the basics and start
searching How to wash it (see links below). The mixer works at full speed, regardless of the setting is used on the high-speed dial. The mixer starts with breaks, but lacks power. Replace carbon motor brushes. I quote Paul from 2006 on how to put it, which advises the most important maintenance you can do is get the carbon brush engine replaced. Please
also note that the rubber legs must be in good condition. David Davenport told me that tearing around the base is essential for airflow through the engine. I carefully drilled the dead rubber out of the sockets and pulled out a pin that pushed through the new rubber leg to keep it in place. If the engine has fallen, the rubber bushes probably need to be replaced.
If it's a noise problem, then rubber bushes can help, but then it's a big job to replace the oil bearings in the engine. Finally, note that if you need to order parts from abroad, check the voltage fits yours. Suppliers of spare parts. Be careful what parts you order because there are often more than version items, for example. There are two versions of the drive
belt - one if it connects to a plastic large pulley and the other if it is metal. This may help, but I don't recommend any product, etc.: N.B. There are two different types of gear for older chefs - one set of straight and one angular. The corner ones don't fit the 701 unless it has a gearbox conversion. It's probably best to check which your Kenwood is before you
order any replacement. See Step 9 below. For re-grease, the service guide recommends Shell LGP1, which doesn't seem to be available now. Other faucets (KitchenAid) use Benalene 930-2 (3.5 ounces of liquid in the U.S. to repair a single transmission). Kenwood Lana spares with sometimes different products like kenwood-kits2012 on eBay. David and
Lana were very helpful in spotting some of my mistakes. GTA Electric 63 Henrietta St, Bulwell, Nottingham, NG6 9JB. Contact them for non-listed items using gtaservice@tiscali.co.uk or on 0115 979 7550. 4Kenwood - linked to Kenwood's own website. Torre Electrics. Kenwood Chef Recovery. This is their list of parts. Kenwood Chef Recovery. This is their
very useful list, showing the compatibility of attachments with different models of the chef. 4ourhouse. Spares2go. Belstar Electrics. Set Transmission. The gearbox conversion kit in the A901 Chef's direct drive mechanism (which gets rid of the dog clutch). See my conversion kit installation page. Engineer Rupert Wheatstone has developed a number of
gadgets that facilitate maintenance. If you run into problems or work regularly on chefs, consider them. Their. can contact him through his Seller page on eBay. Its gadgets include: - lock gearbox - this fits into the mince disc and locks gear train, so that the dog nut can be removed with an open ended spangout - simply if the nut strands are not stripped or the
primary gear is not destroyed - the design tool/proposal to remove the speed control control of the A700D without causing any gouging marks. For a complete restoration of your mixer, try here at Kenmix Engineering from Gosport, Hampshire or at Kenwood Chef Restore of Bridgwater, Somerset. Note that Kenwood say they no longer support this model.
Notes Re-How to Shop Safely. Agents: Find a Kenwood-approved service agent. Advice sites: Kenny Mixer site with videos, guides, etc etc etc etc. IFIXIT page with loads of good stuff. As it.com George's blog. Forgotten your basic guide - try Kenwood's guide to Kenwood Classic Chef and Major KM330 KM630 Series Instruction Guide-multilingual PDF. It's
6MB though (mostly because it's in many different languages) but doesn't contain anything about the chef's internal layout. For electrical problems, try the Hyperentang Blog. See below for a full maintenance guide. As for the various other models, the following - A702 - can help with the coating of differences. There is a Yahoo Group called WACEM (their new
site) (their old site) (for we actually collect electrical faucets) where more help is available. Description of the group - We are a group of collectors interested in electric kitchen faucets. You probably thought you were only one nutty enough to want that old faucet. Accept your heart, you are far from alone. And if you want to see demonstrations of kenwood
chefs in old kitchens, try going to Goodwood Renaissance. David Davenport told me that the Goodwood Revival event is a pretty expensive motorsport weekend, but themed on historic motorsport. The crowds present all dress up in period clothes and have great fun. Kenwood has a shop and cafe along with an old Tesco equipped with 1960s promotions
and many other retro premises. Service Guide: Please note that parts lists are in erratic order. This is all PDF guide (10.4MB). And here's another version of the guide with all kinds of added notes, including the list of attachment compatibility and A707 details - also in PDF format (6.2MB). Cover Inside Cover Page 1 - Table Content Page 2 - General
Description / External Page Chart 3 - Specification/Demolition of Page 4 Gearbox - Demolition of gearbox, pedestal, legs, engine. Please note that the plastic gear drive belt (#197944) no longer has Strip. Page 5 - Page 6 Engine Demolition - Engine Demolition, Speed Adjustment, Preparation, Gearbox, Page 7 - Demolition and Testing of Motor Page 7 - Re-
Assembly of Motor Page 9 - Engine Review Chart Page 10 - Blown Chart Main Body Page 11 - Part List (item No. 1 to 9) Page 12 - Part List (item 8 to 36) Page 13 - Part list (item No. 36b to 55) Page 14 - Part list (item nos. 56 to 68) Page 15 - Part List (item 65 to 70) Page 16 - Blown gearbox chart with planetary hubs (both types) Page 17 - Part list (item 76
to 97) Page 18 - Blown gearbox chart Page 19 - list of parts (item nos. 98 to 122) Page 20 - Blown Engine Chart - Review Page 21 - Part List (item No. 123 to 133) Page 22 - Part List (item No. 130 to 147) Page 23 - Part List (item No. 1. 1. Page 24 - Part List (paragraph 148 to 166) Page 25 - Blown Engine Chart - Internal Pages 26 - Part List (item No. 167 to
189) Page 27 - Page 28 Transaction Scheme dealing with attachments, not included. Blown Kenwood gearbox chart with TDA part numbers. Check out the details with the service's guide (see Above) before ordering - especially assemblage: 73 #183644 Planet Gear (metal) with mounting shoulder 74 #199459 Push-on fasteners 83 #203705 Planet Hub
washer 84 #182743 Planet Hub and bearing 86 #182810 Planet Hub Nut 88 #177023 Clutch Dog 88 clutch dog 8889 #177530 Clutch Dog Spring 90 #177463 Large pulley assembly (now fiberglass-filled nylon) 92 #197920 for metal gear Timeline strap 92 #197944 for nylon outfit Timing strap 94 #178089 Special screw 95 #196043 screw 2BA x 5/8 96
#203731 Blocking Puck 97 #205052 Nut 2BA 98 #177334 Top Build 103 #182482 Body Build 108 #177384 Vertical Build Shaft Drive 109 #177425 Output Assembly Shaft 110 #177449 Penultimate Gear and Pinion Build 111 #177451 Intermediate Transfer and Pinion Assembling 112 #185769 Drive Pinion Build (metal gear) 113 #204436 Shim puck 114
#204448 Shim puck from A to D Direct conversion drive Consisting of : A and B #KW650130 Intermediate and penultimate gears C #KW696574 Drive Pinion assembly D #KW696586 Big pulley (M6 nut) E Unfortunately, it's wallpaper that is color-coordinates with Kenwood Blue - Crown Berry Nice Maine Blue M0930. The tools and parts used for my chef
repair. See Step 6b for a picture hook. A mid-size flat head screwdriver. Medium-sized screwdriver. Maybe 8mm. To remove the dog clutch gear - see paragraph 6b below - one or more: Pretty thin pliers. Adjustable spangot. A small, flat piece of metal, for example. Picture hook, bar support frame. Drill. Metal pieces. Vacuum cleaner. You have to decide if
you are going to replace the fat. It's only worth getting some food fat if you're going to clean all the old lubricant. See Step 10a below. Retraining a new one The easiest way is by smearing individual gears/shafts as they are assembled and then, once the gearbox is closed, use a lubricant gun to inject enough lubrication through the control screw access at the
bottom of the gearbox. For the aforementioned technique you obviously need a clean grease gun gun with food lubricant. Step 1. Remove the liquidator's lid. Step 2. Unscrew the chrome plate, which is a high-speed outlet with a 7 mm flat-headed screwdriver. Step 3. Now you have exposed to a high-speed crane or pulley liquidator that is attached to a pin (if
you need to remove it). On the right is the image of the crane itself. Step 4. Tap the plug catch to allow you to remove the slow speed socket cover above. Now pull (or lever) from the plastic end of catch A. Step 5. Remove the lid, with a lid of citrus juicer/cork still attached. Step 6. Loosen the serrated rubber belt drive (or drive the pulley strap) by pulling it up
while rotating it. The dog clutch and large pulley can now be removed (see below). Dog clutch. It's a pretty sticky mechanism that produces most of the noise from your chef. It attracts the rest of the train gear when the liquidator's lid is in place. This pushes down on top (see below) - dog clutch gear. When pushed down, the gear deals with knobbly bits on the
C - a big pulley. To do any system testing while the liquidator cover is not in place, you will need to click down on the gear using something like an apartment pair of pliers. Be careful not to slip while doing so. Rupert Wheatstone (above under parts suppliers) says: (This technique) scared the life out of me - what you need is a soft plastic rinse with a hole filled
with fat so you can click on the dog before you turn on the car - be sure to remove the gearbox lock! To overwork the dog clutch, or if the clutch is worn out, look at this item How To Mend It. Step 6a. To remove - dog clutch gear you will need to unscrew it while stopping gears. For the following instructions, I owe it to David and Lana's Kenwood Lana spare
parts (above). To stop the gears, first remove the disk of the planetary orbit hub (see separate section below). Place the adjustable spangot on the D mold shaft. Place the adjustable spangot on the dog clutch and relax. On a tight clutch dog the tree adjustable will lock on to the worktop surface while unwinding the clutch dog. If the gears are stopped and the
dog clutch gears don't unscrew, then your pinion gear drive is probably plastic and slip. See Step 6b (see below) in this case. Under the dog's clutch is the clutch spring of the dog B - and C - a large pulley, which can now be removed. Step 6b. This step is only necessary if step 6A (see above) fails. Because dog clutch gear cannot be removed, you will need
to cancel the upper transfer window of the case so that you can remove the dog's grip with it. You need to gently lighten the big pulley to get a very thin excuse for a screwdriver (or thin pliers (I used a picture hook) in the slit underneath it, and undo the screws holding the case. Remove the entire assembly. If that doesn't work, then you can try drilling the hole
(as suggested by Brian Norris and Alan Diver), just big enough for your screwdriver (I used 6.5mm bits), above the screw, through the pulley below the dog clutch (C above). The outer edge of small round indentations is the right place for a hole. Obviously, you will need to be careful: clamp the gear adjustable spangot, etc., and not use fingers, do not break
the gear, cover the entrance to the compartment of the electric motor, get rid of any welds from drilling - start with a vacuum cleaner, find a thin screwdriver that will be written through as a result of the hole. Rupert Wheatstone (above under parts vendors) advocates for the following method - in order to separate the gearbox halves, you need to wedge the
pulley, (as above), but then take another, more elegant solution to remove two troublesome screws - as an alternative method of chiseling your head around and spoiling your head - you could... Use a low-perch screwdriver bit with a flank and a square drive, turned flat with a square hole. To loosen up before removing with long nose pliers - the alternative
would be to screw the driver's bit turned on a flat spangout with a hexagonal hole, albeit a little wobbly. Step 7. Now you can unscrew the top gear of the case box, but don't lose the puck lock. The upper body should go straight up. If your chef has been recently about maintenance, etc., then a silicone seal around the bottom edge of the top case can hold it
and you may have to be firmer in your climb! Step 8. Pull the gears up, but keep them in order and especially don't lose the puck. What remains is the body of the lower gearbox. Step 9. A is the original plastic (divided and sliding) drive pinion gear. B is the new metal gear (works normally now) drive Pinion gear. C is an intermediate transmission or 2nd. D is
the penultimate transmission or 3rd drive transmission. Keep an eye out for what you're not trying to match when the 701 usually has straight. Corner ones can only be found in later models and gearbox conversions. Here is an image of the angular intermediate and penultimate gear. and here's a matching Pinion gear drive that doesn't fit the basic 701. Step
10. Now you can access the slow speed outlet gear that can come out by clicking it into the cavity. Step 10a. This is the stage at which you can clean all the old lubricant. To help with this, it is easier to remove the lower gearbox case. Nuts and bolts, keeping it pretty tight and require 8mm spangout. It also makes it much easier to work on the gearbox. You
will need to scrape out as much as you can - behind the puck stuck in the lubricant. Then wipe with a rag. Then finish off either: using a steam cleaner, or put the pieces in a (scrap) bowl and use the use degreasant, like Gunk, with an old toothbrush to get into those clumsy crevices. Rinse with water and dry thoroughly. Step 11. Now you come to pack up. If
you've changed any of the parts in the gearbox, it's best to try a full gearbox assembly (pucks and all) and its cover before (repeatedly) lubricating it. You don't need to screw the top shell down - just check there's no gap where something is too big - and check that the gears turn easy. Now refit the gears on the spindles (not forgetting the pucks and a lot of
lubricant - see the next photo). You'll see that I took the gearbox off the rest of the mixer - to make it easier to work on. For all you food photographers - try using a small aperture to get everyone in the spotlight! (sorry, I hate the animal). Step 11a. This shows topping the gearbox with an icing tube and disposable bag, allowing you to get fat in those awkward
spots. Thanks to Mike French from Perth, Western Australia, for his technique. Step 12. Clean any spilled lubricant on the edge of the case and apply a silicone seal at the edges of the gearbox. A small tube of silicone makes it easier than with the usual DIY type. N.B. Do not leave spills inside where it can get into gears. You can leave the gears doing it, but
it's up to you. Apply a rather thin ball on all sides - slightly less than James May did on TV, as too much can squeeze into the gears. Step 13. Refit the top cover of the gearbox and make screws (not forgetting the locking pucks). It's safest to make them as you would to cylinder your head - first do them all carefully and then get around tightening them. Don't
make them so tight that you crack the lid. Step 14. Retool the dog's clutch components. Step 15. This is a slow socket showing the mechanism of the output lever. The stud that holds the lid can be seen to the right of the tube. Step 16. Refit the jagged rubber drive belt on the reverse of how you took it off (step 6). Note that it should be a different strap if you
replaced the metal big pulley with the plastic. Step 17. Replace the top cover, with a lid of citrus juicer/cork. Try to find a plastic end socket to catch for a slow speed socket cover and re-fit it. The output of the catch is shown in the figure for Step 22 (see below). Replace the chrome plate on the high-speed drive socket (see the picture on the right that shows
the right path around). Step 18. Fit the bottom gearbox felt the lid, be careful to line up four holes with screw holes on the body. N.b. The holes are different for each side, so check which way you have. When you install a new felt that you may have to cut the slot to release the lever. Step 19. Replace gearbox cover, but be careful with the screws that will
break the body into which they are connected if too tightened (even a little). Planetary Planetary Disk hub is a version with a chrome lid. If you have a plastic cover, see the following section. Step P1. This shows the assembly of the planet's hub. To remove it, undo the planetary orbit of the chrome nut and then gently pull/lever off the assembly. Step P2. It's
an inside planetary orbit hub drive that I don't need to remove for my chef repair, but I did it to check it was OK and well smeared. In the center is an off-focus view of the D-shaped shaft. Step P3. It is a planetary orbital hub disk with its planetary orbit hub drive a cringe and planetary orbit chrome nut on the right. Three Stud Hold felt the pucks on some
faucets (thanks to Allan Wayte for this information) Pitch P4. Apply a drop of fat and then replace the assemblage of the planet's hub. That should push into place. Check the planetary orbit of the chrome nut before refitting to see if it has a rubber washer that may need to be cleaned. Do up to the nut with a spangout - but not too tight. The planetary orbit hub
drive is a version with a plastic lid. This section courtesy of Charlie Riddoch. Step No.1. This shows the assembly of the planet's hub. To remove it, undo the planetary orbit of the chrome nut and then gently pull down the lid. Step 2. It is the inner part of the planetary orbital disk node, which is best opened to check it is normal and well oiled. Step 3. It is a
planetary orbital hub disk with its planetary orbit hub drive gear cog. In the center is a D-shaped shaft. Step 4. To reassemble, place the rotating hand on the D-shaped shaft and press up, making sure the cog is engaged, as shown. Replace the plastic lid, which should push into place. Check the planetary orbit of the chrome nut before refitting to see if it has
a rubber washer that may need to be cleaned. Do up to the nut with a spangout - but not too tight. Planetary Orbital Hub Of the Goth Rivet. This section is pretty much courtesy of Charlie Riddoch. Here we are dealing with rivets carrying planetary hull gears on the lower transmission window of the hull that can work. Our units had 6 pins (some units can only
have 3). When the engine is running and the block powers the dough hook, the low gear of the shelter also rotates, making the dough hook useless. But you can't see it until the lower part of the planetary node is removed. If this happened to your chef, I've only heard of one way to replace the rivets - see below. If you don't want to try this method, then you
will have to replace the entire lower gear case. You can't just put new rivets in place because they will foul the inner rotation cog like it sits flush. See at the top of the vendor list. The lower gearbox hull and planetary gear should be one unit (replacement should come as a single block). There are some very cheap full machines on eBay from time to time, and
if you go for one that is broken, it's unlikely to be broken in the same way and you could use it as a donor for housing. Step R1. It shows how planetary gear is pulled from the gearbox - if the rivets are broken. Step R2. Here's a view on the inside of the bottom gearbox, top, with broken rivets pushed up from the underside to show them clearly. Step R3. This
shows a plate (inside the gearbox) that should be a conceit of rivets. It shows a tear from the broken rivets. (It is meant that they cannot be drilled and new rivets are inserted). Step R4. This is a planetary outfit that should be clamped to the gearbox with rivets. See the picture in step 4 above, which shows how the rotary arm and cob sit flush, explaining why
you can't replace a broken cast rivet with new rivets. And now for the fix for which I owe to Pierce Butterfield - What I did ... had to drill six holes to get close to the M5 (perhaps the M4), and in fact I drilled another 6 holes and then countersinked the bottom and mounted twelve (perhaps over-kill!) M5 countersunk posidrive-head screws in place (counter to not
foul planet gear). I think I ground them up to length and use thin pucks on the top side so as not to foul with what's going on there. I knew that if any of these screws came loose they could do a whole bunch of damage, just like their pretty tight and used Loctite, and the screw rate ends, all to try to keep them safe. The alternative would be to put screws on top
and thread gear shelter, but I wasn't convinced the metal cast would take a fatigue load. It's pretty expensive if you do it professionally, but I'm fed up with the rivets breaking! Sorry, but I have no pictures of how it's all collected now and worked hard for about 5 years. I took it apart recently to participate in the entrance gear and everything seemed OK,
although it certainly does wear... Now put all the remaining nuts, gears, screws, etc. in an envelope for safe storage. Then let me know if the above helped or if you found any bugs (see below). This page was last updated on August 31, 2020. Images and text © by Jim Batten, 2014-2020. Some images © by Charlie Riddock, 2015. Send corrections,
comments, queries, etc. jim Batten Batten
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